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Green Design Product Lifecycle Management for New
Product Development
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materials acquisition, component production, product
assembly, distribution and retail, product use, (optional)
refurbishment and reuse, and final disposal (or materials
recycling) at the end-of-life (EOF).

Abstract - The success of an organization during New
Product Development activities in the long run depends on
the ability to base its strategies and processes on the products
it makes. This scientific paper presents green design product
lifecycle management for incorporating green engineering
concepts into new product design. The proposed Product
Lifecycle Management tool begins at DEFINE / PLANNING
phase and ends at MANAGEMENT REVIEW phase.
Developing a process in green engineering is very important.
Poor process would results in ineffectiveness for contributing
green design into the society. The result of this paper is any
organization can implement this proposed green design PLM
without affecting their regular process.

However, the relationship between upstream suppliers
and downstream customers, consumers and potential
recyclers means that individual companies have an
(indirect) influence on and a responsibility for the
environmental impacts throughout the entire life cycle [2].
The objective of this scientific paper is introducing
green engineering aspects into DEFINE / PLANNING
phase onwards by using Green Design Product Lifecycle
Management (GDPLM). It is a tool, in which planning,
conception, detail design, research / prototype, production
and introduction on the market in order to observe all
relevant environmental aspects. At the end of each phase,
stakeholders need to approve the project. And details will
enter into GDPLM. It will make sure that, green design
aspects covered in each phase.

Index Terms - Engineering design, Green Design PLM,
New Product Development

N

I. INTRODUCTION
OWADAYS, product designers and manufacturers
are facing environment issues. Public awareness of
the value and fragility of an intact ecology
constantly increases. The cost of ecological burdens is
shared by the society as a whole is no longer acceptable.
The shortage of landfill and waste burning facilities
constantly reminds us that our products do not simply
disappear after disposal. This can be avoided by recycling
concept. The aim of recycling is to maximize the recycled
resources while minimizing the effort that has to be
invested [1].

II. BACKGROUND OF GREEN PRODUCT DESIGN
A number of research works are already available at
different organizations / institutions in various countries
with regard to the development of Green Engineering.
This research work offer different approach with
framework which includes all the phases of New Product
Development.

If we see the environment and potentials hazard,
global warming might be the most pressing issue
currently, but there are many more aspects, e.g., the
depletion of raw materials and amount of water
consumption. Water pollution through toxic constituents
and eutrophication makes the problem. Exhaust emissions
causing photochemical smog, acid rain and transmission
of toxic substances is also issues in some regions. Further
aspects include noise, odor, and radiation. All these
impacts occur during a product's life cycle, maybe even
several times.

Green design is intended to develop more
environmentally products and processes. The application
of green design involves a particular framework for
considering environmental issues, the application of
relevant analysis and synthesis methods and a challenge to
traditional procedures for design and manufacturing [3].
Product design is a process of synthesis in which product
attributes such as cost, performance, manufacturability,
safety, and consumer appeal are considered together. In
general, products today are designed without regard for
their overall impact on the environment.

A company might only be involved in a specific single
step within the general product's life cycle of raw
1
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The role of product design changes throughout the
life-cycle of a product. In the initial product development
stage, the role of design is to create a marketable product
from an innovation. The product may create a need where
none existed before or quite different products may be
competing with others in the same market. As the product

life cycle matures, more competitors enter the market and
the chief role of design is in product differentiation;
through quality, appearance, performance, ease of use,
reliability, reparability and so on [4].

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF GREEN DESIGN PRODUCT LIFECYLE MANAGEMENT TOOL
Customer

1. Define/Planning

1. Market information about product demand
Analysis of competitive products existing on the market
Customer requirements
Enterprise requirements- financial resources
Environmental and legal requirements
Standards, laws
Ecological criteria in the total life cycle of product
Market analysis
 Public opinions
 Analysis methods
2. Creation of designing team













Division of tasks and qualifications
Communication among team members
Knowledge management – financial resources
Including team of experts from the field of environmental management

2. Gathering information

All the above informations need to be entered into PLM database under DEFINE phase and get the STAKEHOLDER’s
approval. This will make sure that, all the green engineering aspects are covered into DEFINE phase. Once the DEFINE
phase is approved from STAKEHOLDERS, then only designer can proceed for GATHERING INFORMATION phase.

1. Patent searches

These searches play a role in suggesting what’s available by identifying new exploitable technologies –
and what isn’t available, because someone else got there first.
2. Technical literature reviews
 ‘never stop reading’, reviewing the technical literature within their disciplines and often beyond, and
attending key conferences and exhibitions
 keep up-to-date both their knowledge of the latest developments and their awareness of who the ‘key
players’ are in the field
3. Review of the competition
 At the start of a project, competing products – or related existing products – are analyzed, with
attention to technology, customer requirements, and market forces.


All the above informations need to be entered into PLM database under GATHERING INFORMATION phase and get the
STAKEHOLDER’s approval. This will make sure that, all the green engineering aspects are covered into GATHERING
INFORMATION phase. Once the GATHERING INFORMATION phase is approved from STAKEHOLDERS, then only
designer can proceed for GENERATING MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS phase.
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1. Openness to new experiences
 Healthy and positive attitude toward new experiences
2. Willingness to take risks
 Not afraid to take risks and try new experiences or ideas
3. Ability to observe details and see the "whole picture"
 Notice and observe details relating to the problem
 But step back and see the bigger picture
4. No fear of problems
 Not afraid to tackle complex problems, and even search for problems to solve
 Seek solutions to problems with their own abilities and experience if possible.
5. Ability to concentrate and focus on the problem until it's solved
 Set goals and stick to them until reached
 Focus on a problem and do not give up until the problem is solved.

4. Analyze

All the above informations need to be entered into PLM database under GENERATE MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS phase and
get the STAKEHOLDER’s approval. This will make sure that, all the green engineering aspects are covered into
GENERATE MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS phase. Once the GENERATE MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS phase is approved from
STAKEHOLDERS, then only designer can proceed for ANALYZE phase.

1. Concept design
 Brief foredesign
 Analysis of available solutions
 Analysis of available methods and tools
 Analysis of results
 Choice of improvement strategy
 Analytic tools of LCA
 Minimization of using materials and resources quantity
 Energy saving
2. General design
 Specification of available materials and technological process
 Economic analysis
 Proper quality assurance of the product
3. Detailed design
 Design in detail
 Restricting of possibilities (materials, technological process)
 Optimization
 Elimination of harmful and dangerous materials
 Minimization of resources and material usage
 Renewable resources usage
 Waste reduction
 Usage of materials from recycling
 Usage of materials about low influence on the environment

All the above informations need to be entered into PLM database under ANALYZE phase and get the STAKEHOLDER’s
approval. This will make sure that, all the green engineering aspects are covered into ANALYZE phase. Once the
ANALYZE phase is approved from STAKEHOLDERS, then only designer can proceed for TEST phase.
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1. Verification of design
 Research of compatibility of input and output data
 Degree of fulfillment
 Degree of influence of product on the environment
 Influence during whole life cycle of product
 Influence after usage
2. Prototype examination
 Material properties
 Functionality
 Wear resistance
 Quality
 Improvement of construction thinking about disassembly
 Time of product life

6. Implementation

All the above informations need to be entered into PLM database under TEST phase and get the STAKEHOLDER’s
approval. This will make sure that, all the green engineering aspects are covered into TEST phase. Once the TEST phase is
approved from STAKEHOLDERS, then only designer can proceed for IMPLEMENTATION phase.
1. Production and introduction on the market
 Product review
 Searching for new better more creative solutions
 Optimizations
 Ecolabels (Ecolabelling)

7. Management
Review

All the above informations need to be entered into PLM database under IMPLEMENTATION phase and get the
STAKEHOLDER’s approval. This will make sure that, all the green engineering aspects are covered into
IMPLEMENTATION phase. Once the IMPLEMENTATION phase is approved from STAKEHOLDERS, then only designer
can proceed for MANAGEMENT REVIEW phase.
1. Checking and Corrective Action
 Monitoring and measurement
 Non-conformance and corrective and preventive action
 Records
 Environmental Management System (EMS) audits

Eco - friendly product
Fig. 1 Conceptual Framework of Green Design Product Lifecycle Management Tool
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IV. EXPECTED OUTCOMES OF THE PROPOSED GDPLM
The proposed GDPLM reduces the amount of waste
through remanufacturing, reuse, and recycling. It also reduces
the environmental impact of its products by placing
environmental considerations at the forefront of all products
and manufacturing decisions. It minimizes the impact of raw
materials used in its products and reduces energy
requirements.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays, industry is expected to make greater
contributions to solving the ecological problems created by
their products, due to the continuing disturbance to our
environment. In this scientific paper, the author proposed a
Green Design Product Lifecycle Management tool which
allows industry to take responsibility for the whole life cycle of
a product starting at the DEFINE phase itself. The decision
making about designing of the environment friendly product is
not a problem, it is important to realize the design in due time,
with predetermined budget, and this requires the perfect
organization of designing process. In this moment very useful
approach can be carried out. It systematizes workings
performed during designing process and shows the meaning of
the ecological aspect in this process.
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